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A. the Old name of Sri Lanka

B. the nicknames of Sri Lanka  (do you have a 

nickname?)

C. flag (What do you think it represents?)

D. capital

E. population

F. official languages

G. the main religion

H. Sri Lanka became independent in…

I. national sport

J. _____% of the people can read and write (the 

highest rate in South Asia)

K. Sri Lanka was the first country in the world to 

have a _______ prime minister. Sri Lanka was also 
the first Asian country to have a ______ ruler, 
Queen Anula, from 47 to 42 BC.


L. What’s Sri Lanka/Ceylon famous for?

M. _______ is originally from Sri Lanka. 80-90% of it 

still comes from Sri Lanka.

Colombo

Ceylon

Buddhism 

Pearl of the Indian Ocean 
& Teardrop of India

21 million

Sinhala and Tamil
 ෙමවල%  வணkகm


1948

Volleyball

92

female tea

cinnamon 
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Interesting facts about Sri Lanka: 

Traditional clothes for women 
are _______ and for men 
________.

The _____ _____ in Sri Lanka is 
Standard Indian Time which 

is _____ +5.30.

Thanks to the country’s _________s 
and rivers, the majority (over 50% in 
2014) of the power for the country is 
generated by __________.

Off Sri Lanka’s coast is the largest 
known pod of ______  ______s (the 
largest animals on Earth)  in the 
world, with over 1000 whales. Other 
types of whales you might see in Sri 
Lanka’s blue waters are ______ 
_______s, and if you are really lucky, 
______ _____ s (also known as 
orcas).

	     GMT

 (Greenwich mean time)

sari

waterfalls

sp
er

m
 w

ha
le

sarong

time zones

killer whale

blue whale

hydropower

There are two _________s in Sri 
Lanka. In the south-west of the 
country it rains from December to 
March, and in the north-east 
between October and January.

       Monsoon 

(- the rainy season South 	
	 and SE Asia.)






